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Shannon's geometric analysis of the discrete memoryless channel is 
here extended to the case where each input letter may have a different 
positive cost. It is shown that the minimum average cost per unit 
of transinformation can be attained by using no more input letters 
than the rank of the channel matrix, just as in the equal-cost case 
treated by Shannon and Muroga. 
For a discrete memoryless channel having m input letters and n 
output letters, with P~¢ the probability that the ith input letter will 
result in the jth output letter, the average amount of information per 
symbol R about the input letter that is present in the output is the 
difference between the output entropy H(Q)  and the average pre- 
varication V, i.e., 
where 
R = H(Q)  - V, (1) 
V = ~ P~H(P,.), (2) 
i= l  
P; is the probability of the ith input letter, with 
and 
P, _-> 0 (3) 
m 
P~ = 1, (4) 
i=1 
Pc is the ith row of the channel matrix II P~J Ii, Q is also an n-dimensional 
vector whose components are the output-symbol probabilities 
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and 
Qj = ~P iP i j ,  (5) 
i= l  
H(Q) = - 2_, QJ log Qj. (6) 
Replacing Q by Pi. in (6), we have 
H(Pi.)  = -- ~ Pij log P ,  (7) 
j= l  
for the prevarieation associated with the ith input letter, i.e., the un- 
certainty as to the output when the input is known. We shall denote by 
P the m-dimensional vector with components P , .  
C. E. Shannon (1957) has shown that the Q's obtainable through 
(5) from P's satisfying (3) and (4) form a convex set, that on this set 
R is a strictly convex-upward function of Q and a (perhaps weakly) 
convex-upward funetion of P, that R is therefore maximized by a unique 
Q, and that no more than r of the P; need to be nonzero to achieve this 
maximum, where r is the rank of the matrix I1 P~J 11. The proof makes 
use of the strict upward convexity of H(Q), which follows from the 
fact that 02H(Q)/OQjOQ~ = -~jk/Qj, with ~jk the Kroneeker delta. 
If it eosts some positive amount Kg each time the ith input letter is 
used, the average cost per symbol is 
K = ~P iK i .  (8) 
i= l  
The problem of mininmm-eost transmission of information through the 
channel ]] P~j ][ with costs K.~, then, is to maximize R/K. When r = m, 
this problem can be solved (Blaehman, 1954) straightforwardly by 
using Lagrange multipliers, provided the maxinmm is obtained with all 
P~ positive. The purpose of the present note is to show that in the 
general ease, too, R/K has a unique maximum, which ean be attained 
by the use of no more than r input letters. 
Sinee 0 < R < log n and the attainable values of P (i.e., those satis- 
fying (3) and (4)) form a dosed convex set, there is, for any attainable 
K, a maximum R, whieh we denote by R(K). Let P' and P" be values 
of P for which this maximum is attained when K is K'  and K", re- 
spectively, and let Q' and Q~ be the corresponding values of Q. Along 
the line joining P' and P", both K and V vary linearly, while H(Q) is 
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convex upward (strictly so if Q' ~ Q"). Hence, R(K) ,  which, for 
K'  _= K _-_ K", is at least as great as H(Q)  - V on this line segment, 
is convex upward. 
Thus, since R(K)/K is the slope of the line from the origin to any 
point (K, R) of the curve R(K) ,  and K -> Km~n > 0, we see that the 
maximum R/K is the slope of the steepest such line and is attained 
either for a single value of K or over a single closed interval of K. In 
either case, the value of Q corresponding to the maximum is unique, 
say Q*, for, if R(K')/K' = R(K")/K" and Q' ~ Q", then any P on 
the open line segment joining P'  and P" would give a larger R/K. 
Let ® denote the set of P satisfying (3) for which (5) gives Q*; 
(4) is automatically satisfied because ~ Qs* = 1. ® is thus the portion 
of an (m - r)-dimensional linear manifold lying in the positive orthant 
and is therefore convex as well as closed. We denote by ®~ the subset of 
6 for which (8) has the value K. H(Q)  = H(Q*)  is the same for all 
P in 6 ,  but V may vary, and we denote by V(K) its minimum over 6K.  
Since V varies linearly with P, this minimum is attained at a vertex of 
6K.  Such a vertex lies on a one-dimensional edge of 6 ,  and, as K varies, 
V(K),  attained by V on this edge, varies linearly until an end of the 
edge--a vertex of 6 - - i s  reached. As long as V(K) varies linearly with 
K, R/K = [H(Q*) - V]/K cannot attain a maxinmm, though it may 
remain constant. Hence, the maximum R/K results from a P at a ver- 
tex of 6 (and, possibly, at more than one vertex as well as on their 
convex hull). 
A vertex of 6 is determined by m -- r equations of the form P~ = 0. 
Moreover, these are such that, if the corresponding rows are deleted 
from I[ P~J I], its rank remains r, since P has a unique value at the vertex. 
Thus, no more than r of the P~ need to be nonzero to maximize R/K, i.e., 
no more than r input letters need to be used to minimize the average 
cost per unit of transinformation. 
When the others are eliminated, there is no nmre than one P for each 
Q, and it becomes easy to see geometrically how Q* is determined. In 
this ease, there is a linear, one-to-one correspondence (5) between the 
points of the r-dimensional space of the remaining P~ and those of an 
r-dimensional linear set of Q that includes the origin. K and V both 
vary linearly over this set, and, more particularly, over the convex 
(r - 1 )-dimensional subset ~ corresponding to P satisfying (3) and (4). 
As functions of Q on ~, H(Q ) and V are thus represented, respectively, 
by a dome-shaped hypersurfaee and a hyperplane in the r-dimensionM 
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space of g and the dependent variable. For Q 6 g, H(Q) => V(Q), 
i.e., the H(Q )-surface lies above the V-hyperplane over g, intersecting 
it only at the vertices of g (cf. Shannon, 1957). Within the (r - 1)- 
dimensional hyperplane of g there is an (r - 2)-dimensional hyperline 
on which K vanishes; since Kmln > 0, ~ does not intersect g. (If all 
remaining K~ are equal, ~ is the hyperline at infinity.) We denote by 
@' the projection of g onto the V-hyperplane, i.e., the set of points 
(Q, V) with Q 6 @. Then Q*, the optimum value of Q, is the Q of the 
point of contact of the steepest hyperplane through g' that intersects 
the strictly convex-upward H(Q)-surface at a point Q 6 g, since 
R = H(Q) - V, and K is proportional to the distance from @ in g or 
from g' in the g-hyperplane. Q* determines the optimum P and the 
corresponding maximum R/K. 
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